
 
 

           

 

Driver Qualifications: 
 Under no circumstances will any drivers be allowed to compete in both the A Mod and B Mod portion of the show!  There will be no 
restrictions to drivers eligible to compete in the Modified portion of the show. 

 B Mod driver eligibility will be as follows: No drivers that have won  a race in any of the following divisions in the last 5 years 
(Modified, Late Model, Sprint car) will be allowed to compete in the B Mod portion of the show. This does NOT  include limited and crate 
Late Models.  All other drivers eligible. 
Race Rules: 
This event will be pre-entry only! Entry for both A Mod and B Mod  will be limited the first 120 cars entered. Under no circumstances will we 
accept entries beyond 120.  Absolutely no entries will be accepted after August 1st 2016.  Registration will be closed as soon as we have 120 
cars in each division. We will accept entries for a waiting list in the event we receive a cancellation from a pre-registered driver.  Once 
registered, any driver that wishes to cancel will need to contact the speedway office at 608-687-3282 and see if there is someone on the 
waiting list to take their spot. If we have a waiting list, they will be allowed to cancel with a full refund. IF there is no waiting list, the driver 
will be required to find another driver to take their spot to cancel with a full refund. Drivers on the waiting list will have first option to fill in 
any cancellations. 

This is an un-sanctioned event. However,  all cars in both A and B Mod division will be required to run the American Racer G60 

tire. This will be the only tired allowed for this event and both classes will be allowed to grind, groove, and sipe tires.  Be prepared to be 
teched as we will do everything we can to catch anybody cheating! We will have extra tech people on staff for this event! 
 We will retain the right to hold checks for anyone in the top 5 each night  for a period of up to 2 weeks if we suspect any tire softening. This 
will allow for tire samples  to be taken and tested if necessary. 

Modifieds: USRA, Wissota, and IMCA type modifieds will be allowed to compete.  All motor packages legal in 
any of these sanctioning bodies will be considered legal but must adhere to the weight rule and RPM Rule for 
their sanctioning body and motor package. 5” Spoiler legal on all modifieds. All Modifieds must run the 
American Racer G60 Tire. Grinding, grooving, and siping will be allowed. 
 No split birdcages on any kind will be legal! 
B Mods: USRA, Wissota,  IMCA, and Southern Sport Mod Type B Mods will be allowed to compete. You will be 
required to declare the sanctioning body rules you would like to run at pre-tech. No mixing of rules!  Cars will be 
marked and teched accordingly. There will be no spoilers allowed on any B mods and back panels will be 
optional for all B mods. All B Modifieds must run the American Racer G60 Tire. Grinding, grooving, and siping 
will be allowed. 
Race Format: 
 All races will be run using a passing point system. We plan to run 8 heat races(15 cars), 6 B mains(18 Cars), and a feature each day Thursday, 
Friday.  The top 12 in passing points from the heats will qualify for the feature event both Thursday and Friday night. The top 8 in passing 
points will redraw. All other cars will go to one of 6 B mains that will be lined up based on passing points. The top 3  from each B main will 
advance to that nights feature for a 30 car field.  A Mains Thursday and Friday will be 30 laps and the top 10 cars in Thursdays and Fridays 
feature will advance directly to Saturday nights Feature Event! Saturdays feature will start 30 cars 3 wide with Thursdays feature winner 
starting inside front row, Fridays feature winner middle front row, Thursday 2nd place outside front row and so on. 
 
 Saturday we will run a G main, F Main, E Main, D Main, C Main,  and B Main. The top 10 in the G main will advance to the F main. The top 10 
in the F Main will advance to E Main. The top 10 in the E Main will advance to the D Main. The top 10 in the D Main will advance to the C 
Main. The top 10 in the C Main will advance to the B main to race with the top 14 cars in points that have not yet qualified for Saturdays A 
Main. We will take the top 10 cars from the B Main to advance to Saturdays A Main event.  The first 24 cars to not qualify for Saturdays A 
Main will advance to the 24 car $2000.00  to win Non Qualifier Feature. The promoter reserves the right to add one provisional starter to 
each of the A Main feature events. 
 Saturdays qualifiers will be lined up by a drivers best finish in either Thursday or Fridays qualifying effort. In the event of a tie, order of 
events will be the tie breaker. 
 If a qualifying driver chooses to not accept his qualifying position after Thursday , he/she will forfeit the position and it will be offered to the 
next driver in line. He will not lose his finish for the night however, so he will likely retain a front row starting position in Saturdays 
qualifying B Main in the event he is unable to qualify Friday. 
Practice: 
  We will have an open practice on Wed. Sept 7th  from 6-9pm. Cost will be $20.00 per car and $10.00 per pit person. We will not be having 
hot laps at any time during the event. 
 Saturdays B Mod Feature will be 40 Laps and A mod Feature will be 60 Laps.  There will be one completion yellow at the mid-point of each  
feature unless there has already been a yellow with 5 laps. We may also elect not to have a competition yellow if there has been too many 
yellows already, or track conditions are not favorable. 
 Track will be worked accordingly in an attempt to have quality racing throughout the weekend, particularly Saturdays Features! 
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